
FANGXIAO “RICKY” YU
User experience designer - Creating delightful moments for our daily life

rickyyu@gatech.edu

+1 (404)4018858

www.yufangxiao.com

INFO

SKILL

01 UX Research
Task analysis
Storyboarding
Customer journey map
Ethnographic field study
Usability testing
Participatory design
Rapid contextual inquiry
Web accessibility

02 Visual Design
Illustration & icon
Typography
Grid & layout
Color palette
Video & motion design

03 Software
Photoshop/Illustrator
Premiere/After Effects
Axure/Sketch/InVision
Blender/Cinema 4D

04 Coding
Html/CSS
Javascript
Jquery.js/d3.js/p5.js

05 Languages
English (fluent)
Mandarin (fluent)
Japanese (basic)

06 Other
Game design
Social media marketing
Photography
Theater performances

Portfolio

E-mail

Phone

EXPERIENCE

 

05/2018 - 08/2018  | Washington DC Metro Area
User Experience Design Intern 
K12 Inc
   Designed and wireframed an interactive manipulative with mobile-first responsive design
   to teach math concepts online, benefiting more than 100,000 homeschool kids across the states.
   Built a design system to document the UX patterns and UI styles across all platforms of K12,
   successfully improving the efficiency of the UX team.
   Brainstormed the online school product redesign concept and sketched out user flows based
   on research insights.
   Worked in an agile development cycle, closely cooperating with the product owners, 
   developers, and course designers. 
  

- Education technology & online schooling service

01/2018 - present  | Atlanta, Georgia
UX Designer & Lab Manager 
Georgia Tech
  Designed a room-scale VR prototype to explore the media conventions for VR storytelling.
  Drafted wireframes, low and high fidelity prototypes of a web-based authoring system to help
  writers structure an interactive romantic story based on a classical genre.
   Conducted user testing sessions to evaluate both the VR and the web-based projects, validating
  the research assumptions.  

- Virtual reality prototyping & interactive narrative

 

06/2016 - 10/2016
UX/UI Design Intern 
Dyclub Data Media
  Responsible for data visualization and information design to produce infographics assisting
  in science communication, with an average page view of 120,000.
  Designed the user interface and interaction flow for mobile-based interactive news games.

- Data visualization service

 

02/2016 - 06/2016
User Research Intern 
Tencent
  Use quantitative research methods to analyze the users' reading behaviors in the mobile
  newsfeed app of Tencent.
  Organized data reports providing design implications for the information architecture and the
  notification system of the app, largely increasing the daily active user rate.

- Newsfeed app

EDUCATION

08/2017 - 05/2019 | Atlanta, GAGeorgia Institute of Technology
 MS - Digital Media

09/2013 -  06/2017 | Wuhan, ChinaWuhan University 
BA - Communication GPA: 3.77/4.0     top 5%

GPA: 3.91/4.0     

  Conducted rapid contextual inquiry to identify user scenarios under different phases of a
  natural disaster.
  Built personas and storyboards based on the insights from the research.
  Drafted and iterated on the wireframes and prototypes of a mobile app to effectively publish
  public information about disaster precaution. 
  Conducted usability testing with both UX experts and potential users.

PROJECT

Disaster Prevention App UX Design & Research


